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Abstract

This paper presents a feedback nonlinear control law
for a train-like vehicle (TLV) used in nuclear power-sta-
tion maintenance. The front cart is either manual or
automated guided. The rear carts are feedback control-
led. The control objective is to ensure that the rear carts
track the path produced (on-line) by the front cart. This
controller was experimentally tested on the TLV-proto-
type.

Keywords: Train-like vehicles, mobile robots, non-
linear control.

1 Introduction

In order to face the issue of heavy duty applications
in clustered indoor environments, a multibody Train-Like
Vehicle concept has been proposed in the recent past
years. Besides the fact that the payload volume of such
a vehicle is proportionnai to the number of its carts, the
increase of complexity induced by adding a new cart will
never reach the complexity entailed by adding an other
autonomous vehicle.

Among all the possible concepts of such mnltibody
systems motion, the "follow the leader" behavior is con-
sidered as being the most relevant. The first, cart (first in
the motion direction) is controlled by an (tele)operat.or
or a computer. The path traced by the front cart is either
generated (if the front cart is automatical guided) or re-
constructed (if the front, cart is teleoperated) in real-time.
The following carts must track, as accurately as possible,
the trajectory of the leading cart. The resulting surface
swept by the whole vehicle will then be equal to the sur-
face swept by the first cart. So, this behavior is particu-
larly useful in application where the multihody system is
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required to move in clustered environments such as mines
or nuclear power-stations.

The motion of a wheeled mobile robot is often sub-
ject, to nonholonomic constraints due to the rolling cons-
traints of the wheels, which impose unidirectional motion.
This nonholonomy results in highly nonlinear systems for
which the control problem is not straightforward solvable.
As far as the authors known, there is not previous work
on the nonlinear control design for solving the "follow the
leader" control problem. To some extend this problem
can be understood as a multibody path following prob-
lem. Other related works concerning the control of this
type of systems can be found in [3], [4], [I].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the description of the train and its kinematic model. Sec-
tion 3 presents the reference model generation method.
Section 4 is divided in two parts: first the Lyapunov
based feedback control design is studied, second the treat-
ment of singularities in the control law is presented. Si-
mulation results are given in Section 5 . Finally Sec-
tion 6 presents some conclusions.

2 The Train Modeling

2.1 Problem description
The train like-vehicle consists of N carts connected

by a rigid link via two joints. Each cart is a two-wheels
driven (differential steering). The joints are located at
the mid-points between the carts' wheels.

The front cart is regarded (to some extent) as an au-
tonomous system, since the advancement and rotational
velocities are teleoperated on the basis of vision system
located in the front cart. The mid-point of the front cart
wheels defines a path V , which is a subspace of the
motion-plane. This path is in consequence voi known in
advance and, hence, requires to be numerically reconsti-
tuted in real time.



The nonholonomic constraints associated to each cart

ii sin Oi - in cos Oi - 0 , i € [1, (3)

The rigid links between the carts result in the following
holonomic constraints:

(x, - X^1)2 + (W - ?/,_!)- - P = O, i € [2,N] . (4)

By derivation of these constraints we find that the carts'
advancement velocities are related in the following man-
ner:

Z j = COS (JjIIj ,

"i = " i - 1

Figure 1: Illustration of the train coordinates

The cart's position and orientation are measured by
means of appropriate sensors (odometry and other). Each
of the carts wheels are locally controlled by inner velocity
loops with enough high gains so that, for practical pur-
poses, the wheels' velocities can be considered as being
the control inputs. Note that, due to the physical links
between the carts, the advancement velocities of the rear
carts are not independent. They depend of the advance-
ment velocity of the front cart.However, the rotational
velocities of the rear wheels axis are independent and
thereby considered as being the effective control inputs
(JV- 1). The control problem is then to design a feed-
back control law for each of the rotational velocities, so
the rear carts follow the path generated by the front cart.

2.2 Kinematic Model

Consider the TLV configuration shown on Fig. 1 ,
where the position (x;,;/,) of a i-cart corresponds to
the mid-point between the two wheels. The orientation
Oi is the angle of the i-cart relative to the x-axis. The
front cart is indexed with i = 1 and the hist cart, with
i = JV .

We denote the velocities of the left and the right
wheels, respectively, as u{ and tij" ; the tangential and
rotational velocities, respectively, as «,• and Wi . The
length of the link is / .

A kinematic model which takes the Rolling-withotit-
slipping condition into account is then given by:

sin Qj _ rij=2sinQrJ

sin A ~ J r i j=2 s i n Pi
(5)

We can eliminate some of the kinematic equations
by introducing the holonomic constraints. For this, we
substitute the variables '/,• = [z;, ;/;, 0,-]̂  by the angles
-i - [a-,-,j9,]T between the wheels-axes of the carts and

the link (see Fig. 1 ) through the transformation

(1)

a-,- = 0j_i-at .an2(i/ j-!«. .! ,zj- i ,-_i - , (6)

(7)

where, for convenience, we have used api = Px = w/2 ,
The inverse transformation from -,• to r/; with </,_i
given, ft = T~l(zi,qi-i) , is:

(8)

(9)

(10)
Vi = .Vi-i - 'COS(Q; -Oi-i

B1 = Oi^x+fc-at •

Note that this transformation is nonsingular. By deriva-
tion of (6) and (7) with Et[S. (1), (8) and (9) we find that
the minimal kinematic model of the TLV can be written
in the ~-coodinat.es as:

(12)

where

7
We see that a singularity occurs in (13) when sin/3,- = 0 .
Physically this results from the fact that, when the i-cart
is perpendicular to the link, the (i— l)-cart cannot have
a nonzero tangential velocity if sin o; ̂ t 0 . We call this
mec/i«ntca/ singularity, and we deal with in Section 4.2 .

The relation between the wheels velocities and the tan-
gential and rotational velocities is:

M=
i

where e is the width of the wheels axe.

3 The Reference Model

The reference model is generated as follows. First, the
path V produced by the motion of the front cart is stored
as sequence of equidistant (with respect to the curviline-
ar distance, s(k)) points {(x0(k),yu(k),0o(k))}lZ'J^)-

NI.
Second, a search algorithm (not described here) places
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Figure 2: The reference carts

an interconnected reference TLV (with similar structure
as the original one) on the generated path with each cart
orientated to the tangent of the path (see Fig. 2 ). The-
se carts are denoted by the vector <y,r = [rj'r, !/,"r.",>]T •
Third, these vectors together with the actual carts pos-
tures are used to compute the positions and orientations
of the unattached independent reference carts. The refe-
rence cart (xir,yir) are placed on the segment
{x]rly"r) — (ri_i,!/;-i), and connected to the real (i-
l)-cart by a link / . The orientation is set to be equal
to those of the corresponding attached reference cars, i.e.
fllr = 9"r. Finally, using this information, the reference
internal angles a,> and 3lr are computed by:

This results in the following kinematic reference model:

Ôlr = U1-I/("•>, Ar)+Wi-I , (I")

Av = i.',-i;(a l r,/3 l r)+u.',r , (18)

where / ( • , ) is given by (13). The angles u l r and /J,-r
are as defined before.

4 The Feedback Control Design

In this section we present the Nominal control design
(away from kinematic singularities). The treatment of
singularities will be presented later in Section 4.2. The
conlrol problem is then to derive a feedback law for all
the Wj's, so that the system states ;; = («i,/?;)7 tends
asymptotical}' to the reference states :;P = (cijr,/3;r)

T as
the front cart, moves forward.

4.1 Nominal Control

Tlie control design presented here is based on the non-
linear control method named Back-stepping (see for refer-
ences [1J]) where the main idea is to use in the first control
design step the state ,,?, to achieve the stabilization of
(i,- around o,> . Iu the second step, /?,• is stabilized
about /?ir .

The following theorem presents the main results and
the feedback control law.

Main result . Consider the system dynamics (H)-
(12), the reference model (IT)-(IS) and the follosving con-
troller (with I1 > 0),

uJi = -k

f sin a, tan/Jlr \
= arctan < z : > ,

[vlmiptr +sina.v J

= /<"ia,• + COSd1 — COSO1V ,

_ _^V-_i _;.. col ft - cot 3di

T

(20)

(21)

(22)

a,v = 0,-_ i — atan2 ( j / , r — ;/,_ i, 3',v — J';-1

3ir — Bir ~ ^i-I + O'ir •

where 3 — 3i — fidi t û = o, — a,r . Then we have that
the complete system error state 5 = (ù,/3)T tends to zero
as the measure related to the curvilinear distance along
the path increases, i.e.

(15) lim :{t) = 0 ,

Note that the reference carts are independent among
them and don't form a train. This way to generate the
reference was found to be more suitable for cont rol design
and also has the advantage of reducing the error propa-
gation and hence improves the transient responses.

Remark also that the first reference cart coincides
with the front cart. The t-reference cart is virtually con-
nected to the (i— l)-real cart. So there is an holonomic
constraint between them given by:

2 - I / . - - I ) : ! - / 2 = 0 , i e [2, A -]. (16)

where s(i) is defined as:

*('•) = /
Ju

"min(r)r/7- ,

(23)

(24)

with i w ( O = min{Jtii'j(O ,Jt2, Vi,Vt}.
Proof. The proof is constructive, first the error dy-

namics is derived (a) and then the stability is analyzed
(b).



(a) Error dynamics. Note that the only way to gene-
rate motion in ai is by changing the state angle ft. The
back-stepping procedure suggest to look at ft as being a
control input to be designed to stabilize O1-. The désirai
function to perform this objective shall to be determined
and in the sequel will be defined as ft;;. One possibility
is to design ft« such as satisfy the following equation,

The expressions given by the Eqs. (20)-(21) satisfy this
relation. Note that if ftj; = ft, then the left hand side
of (25) matches the right hand side of the dynamics of
a,- in Eq. (17) and therefore we get a stable closed-loop
system in the ai-coordinat.es, i.e.

where s(l) is as defined in Eq. (24). Due to the hypo-
thesis of positive forward motion (v\ > O), we have that
s(t) is a nionotonically increasing signal. Then we have
from here that the error vector norm || :(l) |[ is strictly
decreasing, and hence the error vector z(t) is uniformelly
hounded. Furthermore as, by construction, ftr, a,r
and ft;,- are (away from singularities) bounded, we have
that the system states (a,-,/?,) are also bounded. Finally
from (36), we have that || ;(t) || tends to zero as s(<)
tends to infinity. As a consequence of this we have from
Eq. (20) that

Qi = -Ui-I (26)

V = (31)

JV

Hm {tanftj,} = tanftr (37)

and hence ft —
Remarks:

di — Pin as s[l) increases.

However since in general ft;; ^ ft , an error term results
from this difference. This error term can be computed
from the fact that /(a,-,ft) is a smooth function in its
arguments (away from the mechanical singularities) and
hence vi-\f(ai,Pi) can be expressed as,

with ft and v. as defined before. Now, using (2T)-(25),
(11)-(12) and (IT)-(IS), we get

Qf = -Ui-i/t i i i ; + ftvi , ('2S)

where Eq. (29) is obtained by substractiiig the time de-
rivative of pa from each side of Eq. (12).

(b) SlabUily analysis. Consider the following function,

(30)

The time derivative of this function evaluated along the
solution of the error dynamical equations is

1. ^j1-0ViA <

ft (uli + Vi-If(CAiJS1 ) - ft;; + à; Vi) } (32)

(33)

51|2 (34)

(35)

where vmin(t) = min{jfci«,-(«) ,k-,, V/,V<}. Therefore
from (30) and (34), we have that,

={t) f<\\ :( (36)

2. Singularities occur in Vi when shift = 0 or
sin ft;; = 0 . We call this mfl//icniaiira/singularities;

3. The control law requires the smoothness of the gene-
rated path (ftji) .

4.2 The Treatment of Singularities
This section deals with the problem of singularities.

We can distinguish two different types of singularities:
in ec/i on lea ( and inaf/icwaficaf singularities. Mechanical
singularities appear as a consequence of the mechani-
cal block-out configurations, where only rotation on the
wheels axes is possible. Mathematical singularities comes
from the solution of the Eq. (25). The treatment of such
singularities is discussed next.

4.2.1 The Mechanical Singularity

This
singularity occurs through the function f(ai,Pi) and
Vi when sin ft = 0 and reflects the impossibility of the
(i — l)-cart's motion when the i-cart is perpendicular
to the joint between them (see Fig. 3.a ). In order to
handle this problem, we must modify the advance veloci-
ty of the leading car, U1 , so the whole train slows down
in the neighborhood of the singularity. Introducing vf
as being the desired velocity specified by the operator,
the real commanded leading cart's velocity, Vi , is then
modified as:

N

U1 = ^JJlSiH ft I , (38)

and from (5), the velocities of the i-cavts are transformed
to:

JV i

Vi = y1} J J |sin /3j I J J sin acj x



ly for straight lines where Coriolis and centrifuges
forces are négligeable.

4.2.2 The Mathematical Singularity

This singularity occurs in the control law through ipi
when cot/3d; = co and it results in unboundedness of
the control signal. This singularity cannot be handled
as before by changing the leading cart velocity, since /fo
depends on the generated path wich is time independent;
the value of /?<;,•(<) depends on «i(< —i,v), where t,-r is the
time at wich the leading cart has been passed trought the
point (x{r, ;/,>). In other words, a forward prediction of
the leading cart velocity will be required. This is impos-
sible since the front cart is teleoperated in real time.

By looking at Eqs. (19)-(20), we see that this sin-
gularity occurs only when sin /3;r = 0 and sin c*;r = 0 .
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.b . Although this
configuration may not appear often (probably never), in
order to prevent ill conditioned control, the nominal con-
trol is modified as follows:

b)

Figure 3: The mechanical(a) and matheninlical(h) singu-
larities

x JJsiSn(sin^) (39)

B,v = UJ1JJ sin a ; J J sign(sin/3, ) . (40)

Notice that the singularity in (11) and (12) are thus
avoided and fj-i/(ai,/?j) becomes

«i £r
" i - l / ( a i i Pi) = ~T" sill(/?; — Qj) I I lsin /3; I X

J ' XX ^
t - 1 I

x J J sin Oj JJsign(sin,3j) . (41)

Remarks:

4. Note also that the singularity in the function 1̂- is
also overcomed by doing this normalization. Intui-
tivelly, this modification acts as an automatic brake
of the leading cart imposing stops phases during the
singularities traversais.

5. In stopping phases, when the singularities are reached,
the controller is still active since it is able to reduce
the error /J1- . which allows for pure rotational motion
and hence the take off from singular configuration.

6. Finally, this treatment improves the global hehnvior
of the train since it allows for maximal spped on-

I + Pdi - 5,-v
' (42)

where uimax is the maximal allowed rotational velocity.
This modification requires additional analysis to ensure
state stability, which will not be presented here. Nev-
ertheless, it can be proved that stability can be locally
preserved, since the above singularity dsoes not include
any equilibria of the closed-loop system together with the
fact that, the states || r || are uniformely decreasing.

5 Simulations Results

The main parameters of the train in our simulations
are: c = 0.5 m, the cart's width; / = 0.6 m, the
link's length; wmax — 4 rads"1 , the maximal rota-
tional velocity. The velocities are assumed to be instantly
provided by the cart's actuators; indeed, in practice the
dynamics of the train motion is slower than those of the
cart's actuators.

Many simulations have been done to illustrate the
control law. The case of a 3-carts train is presen-
ted on Fig. 4 illustrating the cart convergence, where
0 , (0)^0 and A(O)^O.

The behaviour of the train in motion through recti-
linear corridors, mainly when passing the singularities.
This case can't be illustrated here by hardcopy becau-
se of the superposition of the all carts paths. This case
will be presented by recorded movies of the simulation
process.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a feedback control design for a
TLV system for the leader following problem. The nomi-
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nal nonlinear control was derived from the Back-steping
ideas. This control law was proved (away from singula-
rities) to ensure uniformly convergence (with respect to
llie curvilinear distance run trought by the TLV) of the
error system.

Kinematic singularities appear from the physical
structure of the TLV system, they can be handled by
normalizing the leading cart advancement velocity. Other
singularities appear from controller design (although in-
version techniques, like feedback linearization, are not
used here). They can be handled by modification of the
nominal controller.

This control was tested not only in simulation repor-
ted here, but also on a 2-carts experimental engine de-
velopped by the CEA. A shot video showing this experi-
ments will be presented during the lecture.
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